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Overview
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2. Challenges in determining Lp(a) levels 

3. Rationale for risk thresholds

4. Do we need genetic testing?



Rationale for Lp(a) testing

Kamstrup et al.: JAMA  301:2331-9, 2009

Need to test for Lp(a) since 

a third of the population has 

Lp(a) above 30 mg/dL and 20% 

have Lp(a) above 50 mg/dL

Strong support by 

genetic data



Synopsis of various earlier guidelines …

■ Lp(a) should be measured in subjects with intermediate or high risk for

CVD or CHD

► Personal history of premature CVD (especially when no other risk factors

are present)

► In persons with moderate to high risk of CVD using various scoring systems

► Recurrent CVD despite statin therapy

► Familial hypercholesterolemia or other genetic genetic dyslipidemias

► Family history of premature CVD

► Family history of high Lp(a)

… new developments …

… too complicated



New dyslipidemia guidelines

Lp(a) measurement should be considered at least once 

in each adult person’s lifetime2019
Atherosclerosis 290: 140-205, 2019 

Eur.Heart J. 41:111-188, 2020

We recommend measuring Lp(a) level once in a 

person’s lifetime as a part of the initial lipid screening.
2021

Can.J.Cardiol 37:1129-50, 2021

Idea behind: don't wait until the first event occurs
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From where does the problem arise?

■ Problem arises if antibodies are directed against the 

repetitive K-IV repeat motif

Isoform-sensitivity of Lp(a) assays - or the elephant in the room

■ Most companies have no clue against which kringle or epitope their

antibody for the assay is directed

■ Most of them use polyclonal antibodies



Kronenberg: Atherosclerosis 349: 123-35, 2022

This would be a perfect assay



Consensus panel recommendations for Lp(a) testing

Kronenberg: Atherosclerosis 349: 123-35, 2022



How big is the problem?
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Overestimation by
≈5-10 nmol/L ≈ (2-4 mg/dL)

Underestimation by
≈5-10 nmol/L (≈2-4 mg/dL)

Marked underestimation by ≈35-45 nmol/L (≈15-20 mg/dL): 
observed in ≈2% of the population

Kronenberg: Atherosclerosis 349: 123-35, 2022

based on data from Marcovina et al., Clin.Chem. 41:246-55, 1995



Comparison of six
commercial assays in 
144 samples

Denka Seiken assay was 
used for comparison

Scharnagl et al.: 

Atherosclerosis 289:206-13, 2019



One example from the comparisons

Scharnagl et al.: 

Atherosclerosis 289:206-13, 2019

Roche assay overestimates

up to 40-70 mg/dL in some

samples with high 

concentrations

→ would that change the 

risk estimation?

→ consequences for

intervention studies?



Kronenberg: Atherosclerosis 349: 123-35, 2022based on Tsimikas et al.: J. Clin. Lipidol. 12:1313-23, 2018

-25%

+50%

-7%

+11%

+≈20%

-7%

+15%

Can mg/dL be converted to nmol/L and vice versa?



■ 16.107 Lp(a) measurements with median 4.4 years time difference in the UK Biobank

■ Be aware of fluctuations caused by changing the assay or the laboratory

Fluctuations of Lp(a) levels and influence on risk estimation?



Summary on challenges in Lp(a) measurement

■ Measurements are performed in mass units (mg/dL) or molar units (nmol/L)

■ This is a source of major confusion

■ Measurements in molar terms is desirable but not easy to accomplish.

■ Conversion factors depend on the assay and are not exactly possible

range from 2 to 2.5:  → 1 mg/dL = 2 to 2.5 nmol/L

■ Under- and overestimation of Lp(a) depending on isoform size

■ Major efforts to better standardize Lp(a) measurements are under way and 

should be followed by assay manufacturers.

■ Despite the assays are not yet perfect, most of them can be used for risk 

stratification of the patients.
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… different thresholds

▪ Lp(a) „positive“ versus „negative“

▪ 20 mg/dL / 30 mg/dL / 32 mg/dL / 50 mg/dL / 60 mg/dL /180 mg/dL ….

„Threshold finding“ very much depends on …

▪ the assay used

▪ the controls (those who do not develop the disease)

▪ what is considered as a clinical „meaningful“ increase in risk

▪ sample size (power of the study)

▪ ethnicity

Over the past 40 years we have seen …



Linear increase in risk with increasing Lp(a) concentrations

Median 19.6 nmol/L (≈8 mg/dL)

Data from the UK Biobank

Patel et al.: ATVB 41:465-74, 2021

≈20%

≈30%

mg/dL: 30 50



Grey zone of risk: depends on assay and risk factor constellation

30 50  mg/dL
75   125 nmol/L

Lp(a) concentration → CHD risk

Grey zoneNumber of other
risk factors

High

Medium

Low

low risk high risk

Kronenberg: Atherosclerosis 349: 123-35, 2022



Risk reclassification in the general population setting

Willeit et al.: J.Am.Coll.Cardiol. 64:851-60, 2014

Prospective 15-Year Outcomes in the Bruneck Study

23% net reclassification 

improvement

17% net reclassification 

improvement

Non-Cases

Cases

* Includes age, sex, diabetes, SBP, total 
cholesterol, HDL cholesterol, parental 
history of MI at <60 years of age, CRP



Upgrade in higher risk category in clinical practice

Nurmohamed et al.: Eur.J.Prev.Cardiol. 29:769-66, 2022

Primary prevention

Secondary prevention

>387 nmol/L (180 mg/dL)                   7 nmol/L (3.2 mg/dL)
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▪ Western blot: "Expression" of apo(a) isoforms in plasma

▪ Pulsed-field gel electrophoresis at DNA level

▪ Sum of K-IV repeats by quantitative PCR 

▪ Genotyping of single nucleotide polymorphisms (SNPs)

▪ Use of genetic SNP scores

When to use which method …

▪ In clinical practice?

▪ For scientific purposes?

Possibilities to consider the genetic makeup of Lp(a)



KIV2KIV1 KV P

n = 1 to >40 KIV2 copies

KIV3 KIV4 KIV5 KIV6 KIV7 KIV8 KIV9 KIV10
3‘5‘

20 KIV2 repeats
(=29 KIV repeats)

Apolipoprotein(a)
(Mr ≈ 300-800 kDa)

10 to >50 KIV copies

Fibre-FISH

Isoform with 15 K-IV repeats
present at DNA level but not 

expressed in plasma



Large
76%

Small
24%

Apo(a) phenotypes
Non-Carrier

97%

3%
Carrier

Non-Carrier
51%

49%
Carrier

rs10455872 
or rs3798220

rs10455872 
or rs3798220

Carrier-status of rs10455872 or rs3798220 as marker for small isoforms?

J. Int. Med. 276: 243-7, 2014 (updated)

Do they get

the wrong

message?

Results from the KORA Study in 5999 subjects



Effect of 49 independent Lp(a)-associated SNPs on CAD risk

in LD with rs3798220

in LD with rs10455872

Mack et al.: J. Lipid Res. 58:1834-44, 2017

Some might be

used in Lp(a) 

genetic risk scores



In clinical practice:

▪ The measurement of Lp(a) is simply enough in most situations

▪ Some exceptions (e.g. kidney disease in case concentration is high → 

Western blot)

▪ For scientific purposes:

▪ Very helpful tool to support causality between high Lp(a) and a disease

▪ To distinguish between primary and secondary causes of elevated

Lp(a) concentrations

▪ Mendelian randomization studies

Do I need now genetic testing?



So, why should I measure Lp(a) now?

• causal risk factor
• frequent risk factor
• helpful for risk estimation


